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Never forget reversion to the mean. Strong performance by a mutual
fund (ETF or Index) is highly likely to revert to the stock market
norm—and often below it.
Inflation fears—valid or otherwise—kept a lid on yield investments
like bonds this quarter. Conventional wisdom indicates that
higher inflation would force interest rates higher and higher rates
depress future values for yield investments like bonds. Whether
actual inflation has arrived or whether we are witnessing a spurt
of demand unleashed by the coming of the end of the pandemic
remains to be seen.
SPAC’s
The investment vehicle having a moment is the Special Purpose
Acquisition Company, or SPAC. Also known as a “blank check”
company, it is an entity formed by a portfolio manager to raise
assets from investors and then go shopping for acquisitions.
The investors have no idea what the SPAC will eventually invest
in…they just hope that the portfolio manager will find something
of potential value, acquire it for a fair price and manage it well
enough to create value.
To our thinking, there is a lot of blind faith put into the manager
and the SPAC litany of “maybe’s” the investor is banking on.
It seems to be one more indicator of a “gold rush” mentality
gripping the markets. From crypto-mania (see below) to the
1Q-2021 Review & Outlook
Equity markets continued the rally that began just over one year ago
after the nerve-rattling pandemic selloff. The bellwether S&P 500
equity index gained 6.17%, making the total return for the trailing
twelve months a cool 56.35%.
This again proves the point that low prices (in this case caused
by pandemic panic) drive superior future returns. The converse is
axiomatically true—that high prices and valuations generally lead to
sub-par returns, or worse.
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Interestingly, our equity exposure bias to low-valuation, blue-chip
“tortoise” stocks worked very well in 1Q-2021. The MSCI Value
index returned 18.8% in 1Q while the MSCI Growth index fell
by .44%. Growth stocks—dominated by household names like
Facebook, Netflix, Amazon and Google—have outpaced the tried
and true blue chips for quite a while. It is too soon to tell if this is
an inflection point and value stocks are poised to outperform for an
extended period, or this is a brief reversal. Either way, we will take it.
And one of the timeless truth of investing is:
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GameStop saga to millions of naive new
investors on Robinhood and their ilk to
SPAC’s we see a lot of un-sustainable
activities in the markets.

for order flow you might ask? The answer is
self-evident: because they profit handsomely
by trading against the Robinhood customer
order flow.

Do Cryptocurrencies Have Any Value?

The emergence and growth of Robinhood is
particularly interesting. For those who don’t
know, Robinhood is a brokerage account app
for customers to trade commission-free. First
red-flag:

Don’t get us wrong. Low-cost access to the
markets is a universal good. But our concern
is that apps like Robinhood have made
participating in the capital markets seem like
a game with colors and other visuals on their
intended to trigger certain repeat behaviors.
Moreover, the buzz around Robinhood and
other social media sites is very much a “get
rich quick” appeal. And make no mistake,
investing or trading in the capital markets
is not a game and it is very easy to suffer
significant losses, very quickly, if one does not
know what he is doing.

Methinks Not.

If you are not paying, you are not
the customer.
Robinhood makes money by selling the order
flow of their account holders to proprietary
trading desks, who profit by trading against
the orders. Why would prop trading desks pay

Can Durable Market Value be Spun Out
of Thin Air or a Few Lines of Code?

It seems to be a weekly or even daily
occurrence now. The financial news reports
yet another new cryptocurrency that has been
launched and now has a market value of billions
of dollars. Value spun out of thin air.
This morning we read of a new crypto that had
a market value of $45 billion shortly (hours) after
its recent launch.
What is a crypto currency?
We are not sure.
Why does it have any value?
We can’t see why it would.
A crypto currency has no assets (tangible or
intangible), produces no goods or services,
has no revenues, profits or earnings, pays no
dividend and does not serve any purpose not
already very well served by the U.S. dollar and
the vast electronic payments infrastructure
already well-established and essentially
frictionless. It is not backed by any entity such
as a sovereign country. Unlike the rock-solid
stability of the dollar, crypto prices fluctuate
wildly. A dollar today will be worth a dollar
tomorrow and next year. Sure, inflation slowly
erodes its purchasing power, but that is a
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different issue. Stability is the main attraction of
an actual currency like the U.S. dollar.
Will merchants accept crypto’s?
Some will but those who do will effectively be
speculating on the price of the crypto currency.
For example, if a car dealer sells a car and
accepts a crypto currency as payment, the car
dealer now holds a currency whose value may
be wildly different as early as the day after the
sale of the car. That may be fine as long as the
crypto appreciates in value. However, what if
the crypto depreciates sharply between the sale
of the car and the moment when the car dealer
needs to convert the crypto to actual cash? The
depreciation of the crypto could wipe out his
profit margin or potentially cause a loss.
Adding this element of uncertainty to any
business operation is not likely to be welcome
over the long term, especially when accepting
crypto’s as payment is causing losses. Right
now when everything crypto seems like a sure
path to riches, merchants accepting crypto’s
are clearly expecting them to appreciate.
That assumption is painfully naive. After a
few merchants take a beating holding crypto
currencies, they will quickly return to the safety
and certainty of transacting in U.S. dollars.
Businesses have enough risks to manage
without speculating on “currencies.”
Crypto’s certainly have their enthusiasts. And
like true believers everywhere, they don’t like
their worldview challenged. Crypto promoters
like to make grandiose statements like “crypto’s
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are the future of currencies.” We’ll see.
True, some folks are getting rich from creating
them and trading them. “Bitcoin Billionaire?!?!”
is close to becoming a cliche. Some will get
out before the collapse without losing their
shirt. Many more will suffer devastating losses.
From the perspective of this 41 year capital
market veteran, crypto’s have the feel of a
scheme or scam or manipulation. With no
intrinsic value, their only value—ephemeral at
that—is set by the market, which is notoriously
fickle. Unsupported by any tangible or intrinsic
value—like revenues or profits or shareholder
equity—crypto valuations rest upon nothing
but hot air and the wishful thinking and
constant promotions of the true crypto
believers.

Sorry, not sorry. We don’t believe it is possible
to create legitimate, durable investment value
out of a few lines of code. Full stop.
The double whammy of “no significant
legitimate uses” combined with no intrinsic
value does not bode well for the long term
viability of these things.
Crypto’s P.S.
Shortly after we began writing this piece,
crypto prices cratered by as much as 40%.
Wonder how many businesses who accepted

crypto’s as payment converted to cash before
the 40% swoon. Wonder how many didn’t.

Clothier Springs Capital Partners Update
Our investment partnership had a significant
capital event at the end of 1Q-2021, exiting
our Clifford Street joint venture with a 22.7%
gain for the six-month investment. The project
was to purchase and develop 5 units on two
adjacent lots In the Brewerytown neighborhood
of Philadelphia. We completed all design,
permitting, and site prep and were approached
by an investment group. They purchased our
now “shovel-ready” project for a handsome
profit to us. We are currently reviewing a
proposal from the same joint venture partner
for another project in the same neighborhood.
So far we have had three investment exits and
corresponding capital events: The Pines at
Greenbriar—one of our first investments—was
sold by the deal sponsor in October 2019 after
18 months for a 53% return to CSCP or about
33% annualized. We exited our Capital Source
2000 note in June 2020 with a full return of
capital and a 17.5% annualized return over 25
months. Lastly, we exited the Clifford Street
joint venture at the end of March 2021 after six
months…see above.

From Nobel Prize winning economist Paul
Krugman in the New York Times of May 24,
2021:
“Last week I wrote about cryptocurrency,
which is sort of becoming the monetary
equivalent of the old joke about Brazil: “It’s
the country of the future, and always will
be.” The article drew a predictable wave
of outrage from crypto fanatics — and
there are no fanatics like crypto fanatics.
What probably offended them most was
my observation that this “revolutionary”
technology is actually getting kind of old —
Bitcoin was invented in 2009 — and has yet
to find significant legitimate uses.”

We have been notified by deal sponsor Avid
Realty of a pending capital event for our
Orlando Car Holdings deal. It will be sold to an
institutional investor for a total return (income +
capital gain) to CSCP of 42% over two years or
roughly 21% annualized.
Our aim is to grow the partnership and
ultimately have more regular capital events to
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supplement the preferred dividend or interest
payments our investment deals provide, to
drive returns up closer to our target.
The slowdown precipitated by the Covid and
mandated restrictions has delayed some
expected capital events for a few of our
investments. Construction that was delayed
has been completed and the leasing up of
properties has gone into full swing this spring.
We anticipate several capital events by 3Q2021.
Housing remains in tight supply and the
shortage of affordable single family homes
means people will have to live in multi-family
apartments which are the focus of our equity
investments.
CSCP Audit
We are in the final stages of completing our
audit for 2020 for Clothier Springs Capital
Partners. EisnerAmper is our auditor. We will
publish the opinion as soon as it is available.
As a result of (the audit) seeking to update the
fair market values for our investments, one
or two of them may be marked up in price
substantially. This would give a nice lift to our
Net Asset Value and more accurately reflect
reasonable pricing based on actual operating
results.
The partnership remains open to new
accredited investors and we continue to build
a pipeline of deals and deal sponsors for
continual re-investment.
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Peter Gabriel performing his song “In Your Eyes” at the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame Induction in 2014. Looks like they were having fun.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmwlsTpNo4k
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Closing Thoughts
As the equity markets again reach new all-time
highs there are signs of unsustainable (in our
humble opinion), apparent dislocations. Lumber
prices have skyrocketed 400% over the past
year as folks in lockdown busied
themselves with home improvement
projects even as lumber producers
ramped down production in
expectation of slack demand.
Real estate prices have also risen
quite sharply as some folks seek
to leave dense, expensive, urban
environments and can benefit from working from
home. Crypto’s are quite the rage, especially
among the millennials, but we think they are a
ticking time-bomb. The reckoning will be painful
for many.
Pandemic fatigue is apparent everywhere as we
all look to resume our normal lives. Everyone in

my household is fully vaccinated and we hope you
all are too. While broad swaths of the populace
are reluctant to get vaccinated, we can at least
achieve personal immunity, even as herd immunity
remains unattainable with so many resisters.
Unfortunately, the unvaccinated will
be a reservoir for the Covid virus
to survive, infect and re-infect and
probably to mutate as well.
Prudent investing remains a
fundamental pursuit. Asset allocation
does the heavy lifting. Diversification
is the free lunch. And legitimate, durable market
value must be supported by tangible business
metrics like assets, revenues, profits and
dividends. Without these underlying realities,
committing capital to a digital “price in the ether”
is nothing more than wishful thinking.
Thomas F. McKeon, CFA | May 26, 2021
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